Programme: Training on intellectual property

29.11.2018 9:00 – 14:00

Univerzita Karlova, Ovocný trh, Karolinum, Imperial Hall (Císařský sál)

8:30 – 9:00  Registration

9:00 – 12:00 Sorbonne Université - experience with intellectual property

Introduction: Sorbonne Université (10 min) French Research Landscape (5 min)

1st part: Innovation management (10 min)
– What is Innovation in research projects
– Example: H2020 Program
– Innovation management in research projects

2nd part: Benchmark: innovation management at SU (20-30 min)
– Innovation management at SU: our approach
– The path from idea to transfer at SU

Management of research cooperation at SU, including IP management (40-50 min)
– Research cooperation policies
– Negotiation and management of agreements related to Intellectual Property and Technology

Transfer activities
– Main issues
– Intellectual Property Management

Technology Transfer at SU (30 min)
– company of acceleration of technology transfer
– licensing
– spin off creation
– other ways

12:00-12:30 Lunch

12:30-14:00 Open access and the Charles University: current state and future development

– basic information about OA and different possibilities of OA publication
– actual situation and implementation of OA at Charles University
– Central Library of Charles University and their role in OA process
– Q&A, discussion

Workshop is a part of project: Improvement of strategic management at Charles University in the field of human resources in R & D - CZ.02.2.69/0.0/0.0/16_028/0006210